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  Flamenco earrings in high imitation jewellery. Ref. 40073 

 
29.95 €
42.28 USD

 Colour: 

  

The new collection of High imitation jewellery have a great success for his high quality, completion and competitive prices.
These are jewels which shine due to its beauty, elegance and sophistication.
This is flamenco High imitation jewellery for fair or any other event. 
 
Measurements: 7 cm X 4.5 cm.
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  Flamenco earrings in high imitation jewellery. Ref. 40072 

 
29.95 €
42.28 USD

 Colour: 

   

The new collection of High imitation jewellery have a great success for his high quality, completion and competitive prices.
These are jewels which shine due to its beauty, elegance and sophistication.
This is flamenco High imitation jewellery for fair or any other event. 
 
Measurements: 7.5 cm X 2 cm.
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  Flamenco earrings in high imitation jewellery. Ref. 40074 

 
29.95 €
42.28 USD

 Colour: 
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The new collection of High imitation jewellery have a great success for his high quality, completion and competitive prices.
These are jewels which shine due to its beauty, elegance and sophistication.
This is flamenco High imitation jewellery for fair or any other event. 
 
Measurements: 6 cm X 4 cm.
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  Earrings coral imitation mod. 14880 

 
19.95 €
28.16 USD

The coral earrings are the purest flamenco style, but as the real coral is not allowed we show you a precious colection of
earrings coral imitation.

Measurements: 5 cm high  x  1.5 cm width.
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 Product details: 
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  Earrings coral imitation mod. 111221 

 
19.95 €
28.16 USD

The coral earrings are the purest flamenco style, but as the real coral is not allowed we show you a precious colection of
earrings coral imitation.

Measurements: 2 cm high x 1.5 cm width.
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 Product details: 
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  Earrings coral imitation mod. 111228 

 
19.95 €
28.16 USD

The coral earrings are the purest flamenco style, but as the real coral is not allowed we show you a precious colection of
earrings coral imitation.

Measurements: 4.5 cm high x 1 cm width.
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 Product details: 
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  Earrings coral imitation mod.111222 

 
17.80 €
25.13 USD

The coral earrings are the purest flamenco style, but as the real coral is not allowed we show you a precious colection of
earrings coral imitation.

Measurements: 1.5 cm high x 1 cm width.
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 Product details: 
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  Earrings made out of Silver with Stones - Ref.4836 

 
141.00 €
199.03 USD

The earrings designed to us by the craftsmen come directly from Seville, they are jewels which shine for their beauty,
elegance and sophistication.

These are earrings made out of silver from flamenco style special for Fair or any other event. 

Our expertise in making high quality costume jewellery allows us to offer
our clients excellent quality at competitive prices, and ranks us in the
forefront of flamenca fashion.
The finishings on these products are particularly well done.
Earrings made of Silver.

Measurements: 7 cm height X  5 cm width.

We do not admit any return for this article, we only admit exchanges for another model.

admite cambio por otro modelo.
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 Product details: 
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  Earrings made out of Silver with Stones - Ref.4838 

 
170.00 €
239.96 USD

The earrings designed to us by the craftsmen come directly from Seville, they are jewels which shine for their beauty,
elegance and sophistication.

These are earrings made out of silver from flamenco style special for Fair or any other event. 

Our expertise in making high quality costume jewellery allows us to offer
our clients excellent quality at competitive prices, and ranks us in the
forefront of flamenca fashion.
The finishings on these products are particularly well done.
Earrings made of Silver.

Measurements: 8 cm height X  4 cm width.

We do not admit any return for this article, we only admit exchanges for another model.
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 Product details: 
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  Mat silver earrings gold-plated - Ref. 4799OR 

 
134.00 €
189.15 USD

Our expertise in making high quality costume jewellery allows us to offer
our clients excellent quality at competitive prices, and ranks us in the
forefront of flamenca fashion.
The finishings on these products are particularly well done.
Mat silver earrings gold-plated.

Measurements: 8.5 cm height X 6 cm width.

We do not admit any return for this article, we only admit exchanges for another model.
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  Silver Earrings for bride ref. 4837 

 
125.00 €
176.44 USD

Your wedding day is a landmark in your life so you will convert this day in a memorable time.
The careful choice of the jewels that you will wear during your wedding day is very important, because they accompany your
wedding dress and your hairstyle.
These wonderful silver bride earrings will give you a special splendour.
Our jewellery goods are made with experience so we can offer our customer an excellent quality and very competitive prices;
all this permit us to be at the flamenco fashion vanguard. We also take care for the earrings details.

Measurements: 8 cm high x 2.5 cm wide.

We do not admit any return for this article, we only admit exchanges for another model.
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  Silver and Marcasita brooch ref.074 

 
87.50 €
123.51 USD

If you want to wear the typical Spanish mantille on your wedding day you will need a brooch to hold it. This is a spectacular
brooch. Silver and marcasitas brooch, very special. Designed and created by expert hands, hand-crafted brooch.

Measurements: 8.5 cm x 5.5 cm.
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  Silver comb for bride ref. 70189 

 
67.20 €
94.86 USD

Our expertise in making high quality costume jewellery allows us to offer our clients excellent quality at competitive prices,
and ranks us in the forefront of flamenca fashion.
The finishings on these products are particularly well done.
Ornamental comb made of Silver.

Measurements: 7.5 cm height X 4 cm width.

We do not admit any return for this article, we only admit exchanges for another model.
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  Pendientes de Plata con Lagrima en Nacar y Marcasitas 

 
40.00 €
56.46 USD

Your wedding day is a landmark in your life so you will convert this day in a memorable time.
The careful choice of the jewels that you will wear during your wedding day is very important, because they accompany your
wedding dress and your hairstyle.
These wonderful silver bride earrings will give you a special splendour.
Our jewellery goods are made with experience so we can offer our customer an excellent quality and very competitive prices;
all this permit us to be at the flamenco fashion vanguard. We also take care for the earrings details.

Measurements: 5 cm high x 2 cm wide.

We do not admit any return for this article, we only admit exchanges for another model.
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  Mat silver comb gold-plated Ref. 70190OR 

 
86.10 €
121.54 USD

Our expertise in making high quality costume jewellery allows us to offer our clients excellent quality at competitive prices,
and ranks us in the forefront of flamenca fashion.
The finishings on these products are particularly well done.
Ornamental comb made of Mat Silver gold-plated.

Measurements: 12 cm height X 6 cm width.

We do not admit any return for this article, we only admit exchanges for another model.

 Product details: 
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  Silver Broochs ref. 70186 

 
71.40 €
100.79 USD

Our expertise in making high quality costume jewellery allows us to offer
our clients excellent quality at competitive prices, and ranks us in the
forefront of flamenca fashion.
The finishings on these products are particularly well done.
Broochs made of Silver.

Measurements: 8 cm height X 2 cm width.

We do not admit any return for this article, we only admit exchanges for another model.
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  Silver comb with maracsita, 9 petals. 

 
118.00 €
166.56 USD

Silver comb with maracsita, 9 petals.
This comb is a spectacular jewel. It is a special jewel that you can pass like a family jewel, to your chidren, for the nex
generations.
Remember that if you choose an audacious comb we recommend to wear simple accessories to create a harmonious
appearance.

Measurements: 10cm x 6cm + 7cm for the teeth.
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  Silver and Marcasita brooch ref.079 

 
69.00 €
97.4 USD

If you want to wear the typical Spanish mantille on your wedding day you will need a brooch to hold it. This is a spectacular
brooch. Silver and marcasitas brooch, very special. Designed and created by expert hands, hand-crafted brooch.

Measurements: 7 cm x 5 cm.
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  Exagonal bracelet in mother of pearl and "marcasitas" 

 
55.00 €
77.64 USD

Do you want to look good with a special bracelet with an original design? This bracelet with marcasitas and mother of pearl
will highlight your wrist. The choice of a bracelet is very important because it has to go with your dress.

Measurements: 19.5cm

 Product details: 
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  Silver comb with "marcasitas". Mod. butterfly 

 
56.00 €
79.05 USD

This comb in silver and marcasitas has an original design, it is a butterfly on flowers. The combs are a very traditional
accessory of bride dresses with a flamenco style. These combs became a perfect accessory for brides, replacing the classic
diadem. Gives you a very romantic looking.

Measurements: 9cm X 3cm + 6cm of comb.
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  Brooch of "marcasita", mother-of-pearl and silver ref. 075 

 
68.00 €
95.99 USD

If you want a marvellous accessory for your spanish hawl, buy this brooch of high jewelry in silver with "marcasitas" and one
central and circular piece in mother-of-pearl of 1.5cm.

There are hand made pieces created and designed by expert hands.

Measurements: 7cm x 5cm
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  Silver comb with "marcasitas". Mod. Rosas 

 
55.00 €
77.64 USD

If you want to look good for your wedding day as a queen, the best thing to do is to adorn your head with jewels. You have to
choose well what you will wear during this so important day, your weeding day. And you have to know how to combine the
dress and the hairstyle. The best accessory is a marvellous comb in silver with marcasitas.

Measurements: 8cm X 3cm + 5.5cm of comb.
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  Earrings with tear shape, silver, nacre and marcasita 

 
51.75 €
73.05 USD

Earrings with drop shape, in silver, nacre and marcasita.
Elementary elegance. If you wear a romantic dress, with lace, these long earrings in silver, with marcasitas and nacre are
ideal for you.
The earrings are an essential part of your trousseau, so you have to find the perfect earrings for your wedding dress. Ideal to
enhance your hairstyle.

Measurements: 6cm x 2cm.
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  Silver earrings with marcasita and nacre 

 
75.00 €
105.87 USD

The jewels that you will wear the day of your wedding will be the reflect of your personal style.
If you tie you hair back you will have the option to wear big earrings, in vogue product.
The best option is to wear long and big earrings, the most used by the brides.
This model of earrings is impressive, made in silver with semi precious stones, marcasitas, and with an ovale piece of nacre.

Measurements: 7cm x 3cm.
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  Silver bracelet with ruby, sapphires and emeralds 

 
130.00 €
183.5 USD

Silver bracelet with 3 lines of ruby, sapphires and emeralds.
The bride can give a colour touch to his clothes choosing ideal accessories.
If you opt for coloured jewels, choose a bracelet with precious stones like the emeralds, ruby and sapphires.
This bracelet is a spectacular jewel. Contains three lines of esmeralds, ruby and sapphires (respectivelly) on half part of the
bracelet. Silver 925 bracelet.
Very easy to wear and with secure clasp.

Measurements. 6cm. diameter
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  Silver earrings with “marcasitas” and onyx 

 
67.50 €
95.28 USD

Very nice earrings made of silver wih “marcasitas” and semi precious stone like onyx.

The choice of a jewel as accessory for a nice dress is important and it’ll make you beautiful.

One of the elements which attract attention is a pair of earrings made of silver with a nice stone like onyx, with a lot of
marcasitas which shine during all the event.

Measures: 7cm x 3cm.
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  Rhombus bracelet in mother of pearl and "marcasitas" 

 
50.00 €
70.58 USD

This bracelet is a marvellous piece formed by 7 pieces in shape of rhombus and around, marcasitas. It is an handmade
product, made in silver 925. It is very easy to wear it and has a security fastener.

Measurements: 20cm.

 Product details: 
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  Hooped earrings made of “rodiada” silver with white “circonitas”. 2cm 

 
21.50 €
30.35 USD

The jewels will wear the bride during the wedding have to be smart. If your dress is striking, the earrings must be simples.
These hooped earrings made of silver and white “circonitas” will give a very chic.

Measures: 2cm of diameter.
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  Hooped earrings made of “rodiada” silver and white “circonitas”. 3cm 

 
35.80 €
50.54 USD

The choice of the jewels for a so important day as your wedding day can be simple.

If your dress has some stones and you don’t want to wear striking accessories, these earrings will be perfect.

These hooped earrings are made of rodiada silver. These earrings are first quality.

Measures: 3cm of diameter.
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  Hooped earrings with white zircons 4cm 

 
43.50 €
61.41 USD

Hooped earrings, silver-plated and small white zircons.
If your dress has already some stones, choose these small hopped earrings.
The earrings are an essential part of the jewelry accessories. It is very important to choose them well, to go good with your
wedding dress, hairstyle and the other accessories that you'll wear.

Measurements: 4cm diameter
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  Hooped earrings with white small zircons 5.5cm 

 
63.00 €
88.93 USD

These hooped earrings, silver-plated and with small white zircons, will make you shine the day of your wedding. Ideal for an
evening wedding because they are sparkling and the hooped earrings are always spectacular. Besides if your wedding dress
has some shiny details it will really be perfect! These hooped earrings are perfect.

Measurements: 5.5cm diameter
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  Hooped earrings of “rodiada” silver and white “circonitas”. 6,5cm 

 
50.60 €
71.43 USD

The accessories choice for your wedding dress is very important. If you tie your hair back, and if you wear a low-cut neck,
you can use hooped earrings which are very fashion.

These big silver earrings with white circonitas will make you shine all the night.

Measures: 6,5cm of diameter.
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  Silver and marcasitas combs, semi flower shape 

 
57.00 €
80.46 USD

For the brides who want something unique for the big wedding day. This is a marvellous comb, silver and semi precious
stones, marcasitas.
No need to buy expensive jewels for your wedding, something simple but enhancing your face and you wedding dress.

Measurements: 9cm x 3cm.
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  Oval bracelet in mother of pearl and marcasitas 

 
60.00 €
84.69 USD

This bracelet is a piece with a very smart design, and is formed by 6 oval pieces of mother of pearl and surrounding of
marcasitas, it is a handmade work in silver 925. It is easy to wear and has a security fastener.

Measurements: 18.5cm.

 Product details: 
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  Leaves shaped comb in silver and marcasitas 

 
84.00 €
118.57 USD

The most important day of your life has arrived, and like all the brides you want everything perfect during your wedding day.
It is important to take care over details, they will make the difference. Each detail count to be different.
We have a great selection of bride's accessories. You will find perfect combs to customize your hairstyle like this comb in
leaves shape, made of silver and semi-precious stones: marcasitas.

Measurements: 8cm x 3.5cm + 6cm tooth
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  Silver and marcasita small comb ref.031 

 
95.00 €
134.1 USD

Your wedding dress will be the most important thing the day of your wedding, but don't forget de accessories. They are very
important too. They will enhance your dress and your figure. Take your time for their election. 
This small silver and marcasita (semi precious stones) comb will give an elegant touch to your hairstyle.

Measurements: 7.5m x 2cm + 3cm tooth.
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  Silver and marcasita small comb ref.028 

 
85.00 €
119.98 USD

Jewels can help to define  the profile of your wedding and emphasize the personality of your wedding dress.
Give a glamour touch to your wedding, dare to wear a spectacular jewel and complement your wedding clothes with small
combs in silver and with semi precious stones. They will enhance your hairstyle.

Measurements: 7cm x 2.5cm + 3cm tooth.
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  Combs - Small combs in silver and Marcasita. Ref. 003 

 
85.75 €
121.04 USD

This small comb in silver and with marcasita is a hand-crafted product. A jewel that will make you hairstyle more attractive.
The bride has to be aware about all details. This small comb in silver has been created for you. Your hairsyle will be
spectacular.

Measurements: 7.5cm x 2.5cm + 4 cm. tooth.
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  Circular brooch in silver and with marcasita 

 
77.00 €
108.69 USD

Circular brooch, in silver and marcasita.
If you are wearing a Spanish veil, a mantilla, for your wedding, you'll need a brooch to hold the mantilla. We recommend this
silver brooch, with a circular shape and with semi precious stones, marcasitas.
The brooch is a perfect accessories for the Spanish mantilla.

Measurements: 5.5cm diameter.
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  Silver bracelet with marcasita 

 
145.00 €
204.67 USD

Silver bracelet with marcasita.
This bracelet is a fascinating jewel, very feminine, inspired by young spirits, for woman who like to look great and to attract
looks.
This bracelet is a decorative accessories, beautiful and with a great design.
If you want to wear a spectacular accesories because your wedding dress is very simple, you can choose this bracelet in
silver with stones.

Measurements: 6cm diameter and 2.5cm wide.
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  Silver 925 bracelet with marcasitas 

 
78.00 €
110.1 USD

Silver 925 bracelet with marcasitas.
Your wedding will probably receive a lot of attention during your wedding day, but the jewels you will wear are also a very
important detail. Therefore you have to choose them carefully.
A sepectacular jewel could be a bracelet for example, as you'll wear it close to your engagement ring or wedding ring. This
bracelet is hand-crafted, silver 925, with semi precious stones like the marcasitas. It will shine on your wrist.

Measurements: 6cm diameter and 1cm wide
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  Silver bracelet with mother-of-pearl and “marcasita” 

 
86.50 €
122.1 USD

Silver 925 bracelet with marcasitas and mother-of-pearl rectangle.

For a cheeky bride, there’s nothing better than impressive accessories and this bracelet is a perfect accessory for your
wedding dress if the sleeve doesn’t hide this marvellous piece.

The choice of the jewel for the wedding is extremely important because it will go with the dress chosen for this big day,
your wedding.

Measures: 6 cm of diameter

                  1 cm of large
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  Silver earrings with mother-of-pearl and marcasitas 

 
39.75 €
56.11 USD

Earrings in the shape of a drop with mother-of-pearl and marcaritas.

It’s very important to choose the right jewel you will wear for your wedding because it will go with your dress and your
hairstyle. These earrings are very flattering. The mother of pearl touch will give you a special brilliance.

Measures: 6cm x 1.5cm
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  Long silver earrings with marcasita. 

 
50.50 €
71.29 USD

Long earrings in silver and with marcasita.
It is essential that the jewels that you'll wear in your wedding day enhace your clothes. They have to be the perfect
accessories. Remember to choose accessorise that complement your wedding dress and enhace your haistyle.
Very elegant earrings and romantic. Simplicity and spectacular.
This is your big day, you will be the centre of attention, the bride.

Measurements: 6cm x 2cm.
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  Long earrings in silver and marcasita 

 
51.70 €
72.98 USD

Long earrings in silver and marcasita.
Look good with these earrings, old-loofing silver with semi precious stones, the marcasita.
Latest fashion for earrings, fashionable, a glamourous touch to your wedding dress. If you are wearing a very simple
wedding dress you can choose accessories like these earringsto enhance your clothes.

Measurements: 6.5cm x 1.5cm.
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  Silver and marcasita comb,in the shape of a flower and leaves 

 
87.50 €
123.51 USD

Silver and marcasita comb,in the shape of a flower and leaves.
If you are wearing a simple wedding dress you can use this comb, silver and semi precious stones: marcasitas.
If you add the brooch to your low-neckline that will be the perfect combination.
Magnificient jewels, extremly subtle design, you will then be able to leave it to the future generations, as a family jewel.

Measurements: 11cm x 4.5cm + 9cm teeth
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  Worked Silver hooped earrings 

 
36.00 €
50.82 USD

We offer a big variety of earrings in sliver, but the earrings must be original as well and with a design which highlights your
beauty; it is very important to choose nice earrings that suit you well and with dresses you wear. These earrings are made in
silver and are made by artisans.

Measurements: 4cm.
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  Long silver earrings. Ref. 308 

 
24.00 €
33.88 USD

If you want to highlight your beauty, it is very important to choose nice earrings. These earrings are made in silver and are
made by artisans. The design of this earring is very original. You will look fantastic.

Measurements: 6cm X 3cm.
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  Silver 925 bracelet with marcasitas 

 
78.00 €
110.1 USD

Silver 925 bracelet with marcasitas.
Your wedding will probably receive a lot of attention during your wedding day, but the jewels you will wear are also a very
important detail. Therefore you have to choose them carefully.
A sepectacular jewel could be a bracelet for example, as you'll wear it close to your engagement ring or wedding ring. This
bracelet is hand-crafted, silver 925, with semi precious stones like the marcasitas. It will shine on your wrist.

Measurements: 6cm diameter and 1cm wide
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  Silver bracelet with mother-of-pearl and “marcasita” 

 
86.50 €
122.1 USD

Silver 925 bracelet with marcasitas and mother-of-pearl rectangle.

For a cheeky bride, there’s nothing better than impressive accessories and this bracelet is a perfect accessory for your
wedding dress if the sleeve doesn’t hide this marvellous piece.

The choice of the jewel for the wedding is extremely important because it will go with the dress chosen for this big day,
your wedding.

Measures: 6 cm of diameter

                  1 cm of large
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  Silver bracelet with marcasita 

 
145.00 €
204.67 USD

Silver bracelet with marcasita.
This bracelet is a fascinating jewel, very feminine, inspired by young spirits, for woman who like to look great and to attract
looks.
This bracelet is a decorative accessories, beautiful and with a great design.
If you want to wear a spectacular accesories because your wedding dress is very simple, you can choose this bracelet in
silver with stones.

Measurements: 6cm diameter and 2.5cm wide.
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  Silver bracelet with ruby, sapphires and emeralds 

 
130.00 €
183.5 USD

Silver bracelet with 3 lines of ruby, sapphires and emeralds.
The bride can give a colour touch to his clothes choosing ideal accessories.
If you opt for coloured jewels, choose a bracelet with precious stones like the emeralds, ruby and sapphires.
This bracelet is a spectacular jewel. Contains three lines of esmeralds, ruby and sapphires (respectivelly) on half part of the
bracelet. Silver 925 bracelet.
Very easy to wear and with secure clasp.

Measurements. 6cm. diameter
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  Exagonal bracelet in mother of pearl and "marcasitas" 

 
55.00 €
77.64 USD

Do you want to look good with a special bracelet with an original design? This bracelet with marcasitas and mother of pearl
will highlight your wrist. The choice of a bracelet is very important because it has to go with your dress.

Measurements: 19.5cm

 Product details: 
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  Rhombus bracelet in mother of pearl and "marcasitas" 

 
50.00 €
70.58 USD

This bracelet is a marvellous piece formed by 7 pieces in shape of rhombus and around, marcasitas. It is an handmade
product, made in silver 925. It is very easy to wear it and has a security fastener.

Measurements: 20cm.

 Product details: 
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  Oval bracelet in mother of pearl and marcasitas 

 
60.00 €
84.69 USD

This bracelet is a piece with a very smart design, and is formed by 6 oval pieces of mother of pearl and surrounding of
marcasitas, it is a handmade work in silver 925. It is easy to wear and has a security fastener.

Measurements: 18.5cm.

 Product details: 
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  Broochs for Spanish veils ref. 536N 

 
13.50 €
19.06 USD

The brooch is a pefect complement for the Spanish veil.
If you do not have an ancient brooch, this one is a perfect imitation that give a touch of elegance. The brooch has always to
be silver-plated with some diamonds inlayed, very nice with a pearl too.

Measurements: 7.5 cm Length cm  x 1.5 cm wide.
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  Broochs for Spanish veils ref. 529N 

 
15.00 €
21.18 USD

The brooch is a pefect complement for the Spanish veil.
If you do not have an ancient brooch, this one is a perfect imitation that give a touch of elegance. The brooch has always to
be silver-plated with some diamonds inlayed, very nice with a pearl too.

Measurements: 8.5 cm Length cm  x 3 cm wide.
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  Broochs for Spanish veils ref. 524N 

 
19.95 €
28.16 USD

The brooch is a pefect complement for the Spanish veil.
If you do not have an ancient brooch, this one is a perfect imitation that give a touch of elegance. The brooch has always to
be silver-plated with some diamonds inlayed, very nice with a pearl too.

Measurements: 7 cm Length cm  x 3 cm wide.
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  Broochs for Spanish veils ref. 555N 

 
21.00 €
29.65 USD

The brooch is a pefect complement for the Spanish veil.
If you do not have an ancient brooch, this one is a perfect imitation that give a touch of elegance. The brooch has always to
be silver-plated with some diamonds inlayed, very nice with a pearl too.

Measurements: 8 cm Length cm  x 3.5 cm wide.
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  Broochs for Spanish veils ref. 485141 

 
19.95 €
28.16 USD

The brooch is a pefect complement for the Spanish veil.
If you do not have an ancient brooch, this one is a perfect imitation that give a touch of elegance. The brooch has always to
be silver-plated with some diamonds inlayed, very nice with a pearl too.

Measurements: 5.5 cm Length cm  x 5 cm wide.
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  Broches para Mantilla Española Ref. 485194 

 
13.50 €
19.06 USD

El broche es un complemento perfecto para la mantilla española. Si tienes uno antiguo bien, pero si esto no es asi, una
imitación en bisuteria es perfecta para darle ese toque elegante, siempre tiene que ser en color plata con incrustaciones de
brillantes. También con alguna perla como detalle estaría bien.

Medidas: 5.5 cm de alto x 3.5 cm de ancho. 
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  Circular brooch in silver and with marcasita 

 
77.00 €
108.69 USD

Circular brooch, in silver and marcasita.
If you are wearing a Spanish veil, a mantilla, for your wedding, you'll need a brooch to hold the mantilla. We recommend this
silver brooch, with a circular shape and with semi precious stones, marcasitas.
The brooch is a perfect accessories for the Spanish mantilla.

Measurements: 5.5cm diameter.
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  Brooch of "marcasita", mother-of-pearl and silver ref. 075 

 
68.00 €
95.99 USD

If you want a marvellous accessory for your spanish hawl, buy this brooch of high jewelry in silver with "marcasitas" and one
central and circular piece in mother-of-pearl of 1.5cm.

There are hand made pieces created and designed by expert hands.

Measurements: 7cm x 5cm
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  Silver and Marcasita brooch ref.079 

 
69.00 €
97.4 USD

If you want to wear the typical Spanish mantille on your wedding day you will need a brooch to hold it. This is a spectacular
brooch. Silver and marcasitas brooch, very special. Designed and created by expert hands, hand-crafted brooch.

Measurements: 7 cm x 5 cm.
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  Silver and Marcasita brooch ref.074 

 
87.50 €
123.51 USD

If you want to wear the typical Spanish mantille on your wedding day you will need a brooch to hold it. This is a spectacular
brooch. Silver and marcasitas brooch, very special. Designed and created by expert hands, hand-crafted brooch.

Measurements: 8.5 cm x 5.5 cm.
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  Silver Broochs ref. 70186 

 
71.40 €
100.79 USD

Our expertise in making high quality costume jewellery allows us to offer
our clients excellent quality at competitive prices, and ranks us in the
forefront of flamenca fashion.
The finishings on these products are particularly well done.
Broochs made of Silver.

Measurements: 8 cm height X 2 cm width.

We do not admit any return for this article, we only admit exchanges for another model.
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  Earrings coral imitation mod. 111228 

 
19.95 €
28.16 USD

The coral earrings are the purest flamenco style, but as the real coral is not allowed we show you a precious colection of
earrings coral imitation.

Measurements: 4.5 cm high x 1 cm width.
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 Product details: 
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  Earrings coral imitation mod. 111221 

 
19.95 €
28.16 USD

The coral earrings are the purest flamenco style, but as the real coral is not allowed we show you a precious colection of
earrings coral imitation.

Measurements: 2 cm high x 1.5 cm width.
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 Product details: 
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  Earrings coral imitation mod. 14880 

 
19.95 €
28.16 USD

The coral earrings are the purest flamenco style, but as the real coral is not allowed we show you a precious colection of
earrings coral imitation.

Measurements: 5 cm high  x  1.5 cm width.
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 Product details: 
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  Earrings coral imitation mod.111222 

 
17.80 €
25.13 USD

The coral earrings are the purest flamenco style, but as the real coral is not allowed we show you a precious colection of
earrings coral imitation.

Measurements: 1.5 cm high x 1 cm width.
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 Product details: 
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  Flamenco earrings in high imitation jewellery. Ref. 40073 

 
29.95 €
42.28 USD

 Colour: 

  

The new collection of High imitation jewellery have a great success for his high quality, completion and competitive prices.
These are jewels which shine due to its beauty, elegance and sophistication.
This is flamenco High imitation jewellery for fair or any other event. 
 
Measurements: 7 cm X 4.5 cm.
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  Flamenco earrings in high imitation jewellery. Ref. 40072 

 
29.95 €
42.28 USD

 Colour: 

   

The new collection of High imitation jewellery have a great success for his high quality, completion and competitive prices.
These are jewels which shine due to its beauty, elegance and sophistication.
This is flamenco High imitation jewellery for fair or any other event. 
 
Measurements: 7.5 cm X 2 cm.
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  Flamenco earrings in high imitation jewellery. Ref. 40074 

 
29.95 €
42.28 USD

 Colour: 
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The new collection of High imitation jewellery have a great success for his high quality, completion and competitive prices.
These are jewels which shine due to its beauty, elegance and sophistication.
This is flamenco High imitation jewellery for fair or any other event. 
 
Measurements: 6 cm X 4 cm.
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  Fancy jewel earrings with pearls and brilliants ref. 111220 

 
19.95 €
28.16 USD

Do you like these earrings? They are gorgeous. A perfect fancy jewel to wear the day of your wedding for example.
Very elegant earrings for brides or godmothers.
These earrings are unpretentious but very elegant. They have allure but without any tralala.
Fancy jewel earrings with imitation pearls and brilliants.
All our earrings are perfect as bride's accesories.

Measurements: 5cm high x 1.5cm wide.

 Product details: 
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  Fancy jewel earrings with pearls and brilliants ref. 111221 

 
19.95 €
28.16 USD

Do you like these earrings? They are gorgeous. A perfect fancy jewel to wear the day of your wedding for example.
Very elegant earrings for brides or godmothers.
These earrings are unpretentious but very elegant. They have allure but without any tralala.
Fancy jewel earrings with imitation pearls and brilliants.
All our earrings are perfect as bride's accesories.

 Product details: 
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  Fancy jewel earrings with pearls and brilliants ref. 111228 

 
19.95 €
28.16 USD

Do you like these earrings? They are gorgeous. A perfect fancy jewel to wear the day of your wedding for example.
Very elegant earrings for brides or godmothers.
These earrings are unpretentious but very elegant. They have allure but without any tralala.
Fancy jewel earrings with imitation pearls and brilliants.
All our earrings are perfect as bride's accesories.

Measurements:  4.5 cm high x  1 cm wide.

 Product details: 
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  Fancy jewel earrings with pearls and brilliants ref. 111222 

 
17.80 €
25.13 USD

Do you like these earrings? They are gorgeous. A perfect fancy jewel to wear the day of your wedding for example.
Very elegant earrings for brides or godmothers.
These earrings are unpretentious but very elegant. They have allure but without any tralala.
Fancy jewel earrings with imitation pearls and brilliants.
All our earrings are perfect as bride's accesories.

Measurements:  1.5 cm high x  1 cm wide.

 Product details: 
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  Broochs for Spanish veils ref. 536N 

 
13.50 €
19.06 USD

The brooch is a pefect complement for the Spanish veil.
If you do not have an ancient brooch, this one is a perfect imitation that give a touch of elegance. The brooch has always to
be silver-plated with some diamonds inlayed, very nice with a pearl too.

Measurements: 7.5 cm Length cm  x 1.5 cm wide.
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  Broochs for Spanish veils ref. 529N 

 
15.00 €
21.18 USD

The brooch is a pefect complement for the Spanish veil.
If you do not have an ancient brooch, this one is a perfect imitation that give a touch of elegance. The brooch has always to
be silver-plated with some diamonds inlayed, very nice with a pearl too.

Measurements: 8.5 cm Length cm  x 3 cm wide.
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  Broochs for Spanish veils ref. 524N 

 
19.95 €
28.16 USD

The brooch is a pefect complement for the Spanish veil.
If you do not have an ancient brooch, this one is a perfect imitation that give a touch of elegance. The brooch has always to
be silver-plated with some diamonds inlayed, very nice with a pearl too.

Measurements: 7 cm Length cm  x 3 cm wide.
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  Broochs for Spanish veils ref. 555N 

 
21.00 €
29.65 USD

The brooch is a pefect complement for the Spanish veil.
If you do not have an ancient brooch, this one is a perfect imitation that give a touch of elegance. The brooch has always to
be silver-plated with some diamonds inlayed, very nice with a pearl too.

Measurements: 8 cm Length cm  x 3.5 cm wide.
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  Broochs for Spanish veils ref. 5445N 

 
30.50 €
43.06 USD

The brooch is a pefect complement for the Spanish veil.
If you do not have an ancient brooch, this one is a perfect imitation that give a touch of elegance. The brooch has always to
be silver-plated with some diamonds inlayed, very nice with a pearl too.

Measurements: 12 cm Length cm  x 2 cm wide.
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  Broochs for Spanish veils ref. 485141 

 
19.95 €
28.16 USD

The brooch is a pefect complement for the Spanish veil.
If you do not have an ancient brooch, this one is a perfect imitation that give a touch of elegance. The brooch has always to
be silver-plated with some diamonds inlayed, very nice with a pearl too.

Measurements: 5.5 cm Length cm  x 5 cm wide.
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  Broches para Mantilla Española Ref. 485194 

 
13.50 €
19.06 USD

El broche es un complemento perfecto para la mantilla española. Si tienes uno antiguo bien, pero si esto no es asi, una
imitación en bisuteria es perfecta para darle ese toque elegante, siempre tiene que ser en color plata con incrustaciones de
brillantes. También con alguna perla como detalle estaría bien.

Medidas: 5.5 cm de alto x 3.5 cm de ancho. 
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  Silver 925 bracelet with marcasitas 

 
78.00 €
110.1 USD

Silver 925 bracelet with marcasitas.
Your wedding will probably receive a lot of attention during your wedding day, but the jewels you will wear are also a very
important detail. Therefore you have to choose them carefully.
A sepectacular jewel could be a bracelet for example, as you'll wear it close to your engagement ring or wedding ring. This
bracelet is hand-crafted, silver 925, with semi precious stones like the marcasitas. It will shine on your wrist.

Measurements: 6cm diameter and 1cm wide
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  Silver earrings with marcasita and nacre 

 
75.00 €
105.87 USD

The jewels that you will wear the day of your wedding will be the reflect of your personal style.
If you tie you hair back you will have the option to wear big earrings, in vogue product.
The best option is to wear long and big earrings, the most used by the brides.
This model of earrings is impressive, made in silver with semi precious stones, marcasitas, and with an ovale piece of nacre.

Measurements: 7cm x 3cm.
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  Silver earrings with “marcasitas” and onyx 

 
67.50 €
95.28 USD

Very nice earrings made of silver wih “marcasitas” and semi precious stone like onyx.

The choice of a jewel as accessory for a nice dress is important and it’ll make you beautiful.

One of the elements which attract attention is a pair of earrings made of silver with a nice stone like onyx, with a lot of
marcasitas which shine during all the event.

Measures: 7cm x 3cm.
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  Silver bracelet with marcasita 

 
145.00 €
204.67 USD

Silver bracelet with marcasita.
This bracelet is a fascinating jewel, very feminine, inspired by young spirits, for woman who like to look great and to attract
looks.
This bracelet is a decorative accessories, beautiful and with a great design.
If you want to wear a spectacular accesories because your wedding dress is very simple, you can choose this bracelet in
silver with stones.

Measurements: 6cm diameter and 2.5cm wide.
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  Circular brooch in silver and with marcasita 

 
77.00 €
108.69 USD

Circular brooch, in silver and marcasita.
If you are wearing a Spanish veil, a mantilla, for your wedding, you'll need a brooch to hold the mantilla. We recommend this
silver brooch, with a circular shape and with semi precious stones, marcasitas.
The brooch is a perfect accessories for the Spanish mantilla.

Measurements: 5.5cm diameter.
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  Hooped earrings with white small zircons 5.5cm 

 
63.00 €
88.93 USD

These hooped earrings, silver-plated and with small white zircons, will make you shine the day of your wedding. Ideal for an
evening wedding because they are sparkling and the hooped earrings are always spectacular. Besides if your wedding dress
has some shiny details it will really be perfect! These hooped earrings are perfect.

Measurements: 5.5cm diameter
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  Silver comb with maracsita, 9 petals. 

 
118.00 €
166.56 USD

Silver comb with maracsita, 9 petals.
This comb is a spectacular jewel. It is a special jewel that you can pass like a family jewel, to your chidren, for the nex
generations.
Remember that if you choose an audacious comb we recommend to wear simple accessories to create a harmonious
appearance.

Measurements: 10cm x 6cm + 7cm for the teeth.
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  Brooch of "marcasita", mother-of-pearl and silver ref. 075 

 
68.00 €
95.99 USD

If you want a marvellous accessory for your spanish hawl, buy this brooch of high jewelry in silver with "marcasitas" and one
central and circular piece in mother-of-pearl of 1.5cm.

There are hand made pieces created and designed by expert hands.

Measurements: 7cm x 5cm
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  Combs - Small combs in silver and Marcasita. Ref. 003 

 
85.75 €
121.04 USD

This small comb in silver and with marcasita is a hand-crafted product. A jewel that will make you hairstyle more attractive.
The bride has to be aware about all details. This small comb in silver has been created for you. Your hairsyle will be
spectacular.

Measurements: 7.5cm x 2.5cm + 4 cm. tooth.
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  Leaves shaped comb in silver and marcasitas 

 
84.00 €
118.57 USD

The most important day of your life has arrived, and like all the brides you want everything perfect during your wedding day.
It is important to take care over details, they will make the difference. Each detail count to be different.
We have a great selection of bride's accessories. You will find perfect combs to customize your hairstyle like this comb in
leaves shape, made of silver and semi-precious stones: marcasitas.

Measurements: 8cm x 3.5cm + 6cm tooth
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  Silver and Marcasita brooch ref.079 

 
69.00 €
97.4 USD

If you want to wear the typical Spanish mantille on your wedding day you will need a brooch to hold it. This is a spectacular
brooch. Silver and marcasitas brooch, very special. Designed and created by expert hands, hand-crafted brooch.

Measurements: 7 cm x 5 cm.
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  Earrings with tear shape, silver, nacre and marcasita 

 
51.75 €
73.05 USD

Earrings with drop shape, in silver, nacre and marcasita.
Elementary elegance. If you wear a romantic dress, with lace, these long earrings in silver, with marcasitas and nacre are
ideal for you.
The earrings are an essential part of your trousseau, so you have to find the perfect earrings for your wedding dress. Ideal to
enhance your hairstyle.

Measurements: 6cm x 2cm.
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  Hooped earrings with white zircons 4cm 

 
43.50 €
61.41 USD

Hooped earrings, silver-plated and small white zircons.
If your dress has already some stones, choose these small hopped earrings.
The earrings are an essential part of the jewelry accessories. It is very important to choose them well, to go good with your
wedding dress, hairstyle and the other accessories that you'll wear.

Measurements: 4cm diameter
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  Silver bracelet with ruby, sapphires and emeralds 

 
130.00 €
183.5 USD

Silver bracelet with 3 lines of ruby, sapphires and emeralds.
The bride can give a colour touch to his clothes choosing ideal accessories.
If you opt for coloured jewels, choose a bracelet with precious stones like the emeralds, ruby and sapphires.
This bracelet is a spectacular jewel. Contains three lines of esmeralds, ruby and sapphires (respectivelly) on half part of the
bracelet. Silver 925 bracelet.
Very easy to wear and with secure clasp.

Measurements. 6cm. diameter
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  Silver and marcasitas combs, semi flower shape 

 
57.00 €
80.46 USD

For the brides who want something unique for the big wedding day. This is a marvellous comb, silver and semi precious
stones, marcasitas.
No need to buy expensive jewels for your wedding, something simple but enhancing your face and you wedding dress.

Measurements: 9cm x 3cm.
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  Pendientes de Plata con Lagrima en Nacar y Marcasitas 

 
40.00 €
56.46 USD

Your wedding day is a landmark in your life so you will convert this day in a memorable time.
The careful choice of the jewels that you will wear during your wedding day is very important, because they accompany your
wedding dress and your hairstyle.
These wonderful silver bride earrings will give you a special splendour.
Our jewellery goods are made with experience so we can offer our customer an excellent quality and very competitive prices;
all this permit us to be at the flamenco fashion vanguard. We also take care for the earrings details.

Measurements: 5 cm high x 2 cm wide.

We do not admit any return for this article, we only admit exchanges for another model.
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  Silver and marcasita small comb ref.031 

 
95.00 €
134.1 USD

Your wedding dress will be the most important thing the day of your wedding, but don't forget de accessories. They are very
important too. They will enhance your dress and your figure. Take your time for their election. 
This small silver and marcasita (semi precious stones) comb will give an elegant touch to your hairstyle.

Measurements: 7.5m x 2cm + 3cm tooth.
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  Silver and Marcasita brooch ref.074 

 
87.50 €
123.51 USD

If you want to wear the typical Spanish mantille on your wedding day you will need a brooch to hold it. This is a spectacular
brooch. Silver and marcasitas brooch, very special. Designed and created by expert hands, hand-crafted brooch.

Measurements: 8.5 cm x 5.5 cm.
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  Silver and marcasita small comb ref.028 

 
85.00 €
119.98 USD

Jewels can help to define  the profile of your wedding and emphasize the personality of your wedding dress.
Give a glamour touch to your wedding, dare to wear a spectacular jewel and complement your wedding clothes with small
combs in silver and with semi precious stones. They will enhance your hairstyle.

Measurements: 7cm x 2.5cm + 3cm tooth.
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  Hooped earrings made of “rodiada” silver with white “circonitas”. 2cm 

 
21.50 €
30.35 USD

The jewels will wear the bride during the wedding have to be smart. If your dress is striking, the earrings must be simples.
These hooped earrings made of silver and white “circonitas” will give a very chic.

Measures: 2cm of diameter.
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  Hooped earrings made of “rodiada” silver and white “circonitas”. 3cm 

 
35.80 €
50.54 USD

The choice of the jewels for a so important day as your wedding day can be simple.

If your dress has some stones and you don’t want to wear striking accessories, these earrings will be perfect.

These hooped earrings are made of rodiada silver. These earrings are first quality.

Measures: 3cm of diameter.
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  Hooped earrings of “rodiada” silver and white “circonitas”. 6,5cm 

 
50.60 €
71.43 USD

The accessories choice for your wedding dress is very important. If you tie your hair back, and if you wear a low-cut neck,
you can use hooped earrings which are very fashion.

These big silver earrings with white circonitas will make you shine all the night.

Measures: 6,5cm of diameter.
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  Silver earrings with mother-of-pearl and marcasitas 

 
39.75 €
56.11 USD

Earrings in the shape of a drop with mother-of-pearl and marcaritas.

It’s very important to choose the right jewel you will wear for your wedding because it will go with your dress and your
hairstyle. These earrings are very flattering. The mother of pearl touch will give you a special brilliance.

Measures: 6cm x 1.5cm
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  Long silver earrings with marcasita. 

 
50.50 €
71.29 USD

Long earrings in silver and with marcasita.
It is essential that the jewels that you'll wear in your wedding day enhace your clothes. They have to be the perfect
accessories. Remember to choose accessorise that complement your wedding dress and enhace your haistyle.
Very elegant earrings and romantic. Simplicity and spectacular.
This is your big day, you will be the centre of attention, the bride.

Measurements: 6cm x 2cm.
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  Silver and marcasita comb,in the shape of a flower and leaves 

 
87.50 €
123.51 USD

Silver and marcasita comb,in the shape of a flower and leaves.
If you are wearing a simple wedding dress you can use this comb, silver and semi precious stones: marcasitas.
If you add the brooch to your low-neckline that will be the perfect combination.
Magnificient jewels, extremly subtle design, you will then be able to leave it to the future generations, as a family jewel.

Measurements: 11cm x 4.5cm + 9cm teeth
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  Long earrings in silver and marcasita 

 
51.70 €
72.98 USD

Long earrings in silver and marcasita.
Look good with these earrings, old-loofing silver with semi precious stones, the marcasita.
Latest fashion for earrings, fashionable, a glamourous touch to your wedding dress. If you are wearing a very simple
wedding dress you can choose accessories like these earringsto enhance your clothes.

Measurements: 6.5cm x 1.5cm.
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  Silver comb with maracsita, 9 petals. 

 
118.00 €
166.56 USD

Silver comb with maracsita, 9 petals.
This comb is a spectacular jewel. It is a special jewel that you can pass like a family jewel, to your chidren, for the nex
generations.
Remember that if you choose an audacious comb we recommend to wear simple accessories to create a harmonious
appearance.

Measurements: 10cm x 6cm + 7cm for the teeth.
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  Leaves shaped comb in silver and marcasitas 

 
84.00 €
118.57 USD

The most important day of your life has arrived, and like all the brides you want everything perfect during your wedding day.
It is important to take care over details, they will make the difference. Each detail count to be different.
We have a great selection of bride's accessories. You will find perfect combs to customize your hairstyle like this comb in
leaves shape, made of silver and semi-precious stones: marcasitas.

Measurements: 8cm x 3.5cm + 6cm tooth
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  Silver and marcasitas combs, semi flower shape 

 
57.00 €
80.46 USD

For the brides who want something unique for the big wedding day. This is a marvellous comb, silver and semi precious
stones, marcasitas.
No need to buy expensive jewels for your wedding, something simple but enhancing your face and you wedding dress.

Measurements: 9cm x 3cm.
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  Combs - Small combs in silver and Marcasita. Ref. 003 

 
85.75 €
121.04 USD

This small comb in silver and with marcasita is a hand-crafted product. A jewel that will make you hairstyle more attractive.
The bride has to be aware about all details. This small comb in silver has been created for you. Your hairsyle will be
spectacular.

Measurements: 7.5cm x 2.5cm + 4 cm. tooth.
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  Silver and marcasita small comb ref.028 

 
85.00 €
119.98 USD

Jewels can help to define  the profile of your wedding and emphasize the personality of your wedding dress.
Give a glamour touch to your wedding, dare to wear a spectacular jewel and complement your wedding clothes with small
combs in silver and with semi precious stones. They will enhance your hairstyle.

Measurements: 7cm x 2.5cm + 3cm tooth.
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  Silver and marcasita small comb ref.031 

 
95.00 €
134.1 USD

Your wedding dress will be the most important thing the day of your wedding, but don't forget de accessories. They are very
important too. They will enhance your dress and your figure. Take your time for their election. 
This small silver and marcasita (semi precious stones) comb will give an elegant touch to your hairstyle.

Measurements: 7.5m x 2cm + 3cm tooth.
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  Silver comb with "marcasitas". Mod. butterfly 

 
56.00 €
79.05 USD

This comb in silver and marcasitas has an original design, it is a butterfly on flowers. The combs are a very traditional
accessory of bride dresses with a flamenco style. These combs became a perfect accessory for brides, replacing the classic
diadem. Gives you a very romantic looking.

Measurements: 9cm X 3cm + 6cm of comb.
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  Silver comb with "marcasitas". Mod. Rosas 

 
55.00 €
77.64 USD

If you want to look good for your wedding day as a queen, the best thing to do is to adorn your head with jewels. You have to
choose well what you will wear during this so important day, your weeding day. And you have to know how to combine the
dress and the hairstyle. The best accessory is a marvellous comb in silver with marcasitas.

Measurements: 8cm X 3cm + 5.5cm of comb.
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  Silver comb for bride ref. 70189 

 
67.20 €
94.86 USD

Our expertise in making high quality costume jewellery allows us to offer our clients excellent quality at competitive prices,
and ranks us in the forefront of flamenca fashion.
The finishings on these products are particularly well done.
Ornamental comb made of Silver.

Measurements: 7.5 cm height X 4 cm width.

We do not admit any return for this article, we only admit exchanges for another model.
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  Mat silver comb gold-plated Ref. 70190OR 

 
86.10 €
121.54 USD

Our expertise in making high quality costume jewellery allows us to offer our clients excellent quality at competitive prices,
and ranks us in the forefront of flamenca fashion.
The finishings on these products are particularly well done.
Ornamental comb made of Mat Silver gold-plated.

Measurements: 12 cm height X 6 cm width.

We do not admit any return for this article, we only admit exchanges for another model.

 Product details: 
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  Silver and marcasita comb,in the shape of a flower and leaves 

 
87.50 €
123.51 USD

Silver and marcasita comb,in the shape of a flower and leaves.
If you are wearing a simple wedding dress you can use this comb, silver and semi precious stones: marcasitas.
If you add the brooch to your low-neckline that will be the perfect combination.
Magnificient jewels, extremly subtle design, you will then be able to leave it to the future generations, as a family jewel.

Measurements: 11cm x 4.5cm + 9cm teeth
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  Hooped earrings made of “rodiada” silver with white “circonitas”. 2cm 

 
21.50 €
30.35 USD

The jewels will wear the bride during the wedding have to be smart. If your dress is striking, the earrings must be simples.
These hooped earrings made of silver and white “circonitas” will give a very chic.

Measures: 2cm of diameter.
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  Hooped earrings made of “rodiada” silver and white “circonitas”. 3cm 

 
35.80 €
50.54 USD

The choice of the jewels for a so important day as your wedding day can be simple.

If your dress has some stones and you don’t want to wear striking accessories, these earrings will be perfect.

These hooped earrings are made of rodiada silver. These earrings are first quality.

Measures: 3cm of diameter.
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  Hooped earrings with white zircons 4cm 

 
43.50 €
61.41 USD

Hooped earrings, silver-plated and small white zircons.
If your dress has already some stones, choose these small hopped earrings.
The earrings are an essential part of the jewelry accessories. It is very important to choose them well, to go good with your
wedding dress, hairstyle and the other accessories that you'll wear.

Measurements: 4cm diameter
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  Hooped earrings with white small zircons 5.5cm 

 
63.00 €
88.93 USD

These hooped earrings, silver-plated and with small white zircons, will make you shine the day of your wedding. Ideal for an
evening wedding because they are sparkling and the hooped earrings are always spectacular. Besides if your wedding dress
has some shiny details it will really be perfect! These hooped earrings are perfect.

Measurements: 5.5cm diameter
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  Hooped earrings of “rodiada” silver and white “circonitas”. 6,5cm 

 
50.60 €
71.43 USD

The accessories choice for your wedding dress is very important. If you tie your hair back, and if you wear a low-cut neck,
you can use hooped earrings which are very fashion.

These big silver earrings with white circonitas will make you shine all the night.

Measures: 6,5cm of diameter.
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  Silver earrings with marcasita and nacre 

 
75.00 €
105.87 USD

The jewels that you will wear the day of your wedding will be the reflect of your personal style.
If you tie you hair back you will have the option to wear big earrings, in vogue product.
The best option is to wear long and big earrings, the most used by the brides.
This model of earrings is impressive, made in silver with semi precious stones, marcasitas, and with an ovale piece of nacre.

Measurements: 7cm x 3cm.
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  Silver earrings with “marcasitas” and onyx 

 
67.50 €
95.28 USD

Very nice earrings made of silver wih “marcasitas” and semi precious stone like onyx.

The choice of a jewel as accessory for a nice dress is important and it’ll make you beautiful.

One of the elements which attract attention is a pair of earrings made of silver with a nice stone like onyx, with a lot of
marcasitas which shine during all the event.

Measures: 7cm x 3cm.
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  Earrings with tear shape, silver, nacre and marcasita 

 
51.75 €
73.05 USD

Earrings with drop shape, in silver, nacre and marcasita.
Elementary elegance. If you wear a romantic dress, with lace, these long earrings in silver, with marcasitas and nacre are
ideal for you.
The earrings are an essential part of your trousseau, so you have to find the perfect earrings for your wedding dress. Ideal to
enhance your hairstyle.

Measurements: 6cm x 2cm.
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  Pendientes de Plata con Lagrima en Nacar y Marcasitas 

 
40.00 €
56.46 USD

Your wedding day is a landmark in your life so you will convert this day in a memorable time.
The careful choice of the jewels that you will wear during your wedding day is very important, because they accompany your
wedding dress and your hairstyle.
These wonderful silver bride earrings will give you a special splendour.
Our jewellery goods are made with experience so we can offer our customer an excellent quality and very competitive prices;
all this permit us to be at the flamenco fashion vanguard. We also take care for the earrings details.

Measurements: 5 cm high x 2 cm wide.

We do not admit any return for this article, we only admit exchanges for another model.
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  Earrings made out of Silver with Stones - Ref.4836 

 
141.00 €
199.03 USD

The earrings designed to us by the craftsmen come directly from Seville, they are jewels which shine for their beauty,
elegance and sophistication.

These are earrings made out of silver from flamenco style special for Fair or any other event. 

Our expertise in making high quality costume jewellery allows us to offer
our clients excellent quality at competitive prices, and ranks us in the
forefront of flamenca fashion.
The finishings on these products are particularly well done.
Earrings made of Silver.

Measurements: 7 cm height X  5 cm width.

We do not admit any return for this article, we only admit exchanges for another model.

admite cambio por otro modelo.
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 Product details: 
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  Earrings made out of Silver with Stones - Ref.4838 

 
170.00 €
239.96 USD

The earrings designed to us by the craftsmen come directly from Seville, they are jewels which shine for their beauty,
elegance and sophistication.

These are earrings made out of silver from flamenco style special for Fair or any other event. 

Our expertise in making high quality costume jewellery allows us to offer
our clients excellent quality at competitive prices, and ranks us in the
forefront of flamenca fashion.
The finishings on these products are particularly well done.
Earrings made of Silver.

Measurements: 8 cm height X  4 cm width.

We do not admit any return for this article, we only admit exchanges for another model.
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 Product details: 
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  Silver Earrings for bride ref. 4837 

 
125.00 €
176.44 USD

Your wedding day is a landmark in your life so you will convert this day in a memorable time.
The careful choice of the jewels that you will wear during your wedding day is very important, because they accompany your
wedding dress and your hairstyle.
These wonderful silver bride earrings will give you a special splendour.
Our jewellery goods are made with experience so we can offer our customer an excellent quality and very competitive prices;
all this permit us to be at the flamenco fashion vanguard. We also take care for the earrings details.

Measurements: 8 cm high x 2.5 cm wide.

We do not admit any return for this article, we only admit exchanges for another model.
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  Silver earrings with mother-of-pearl and marcasitas 

 
39.75 €
56.11 USD

Earrings in the shape of a drop with mother-of-pearl and marcaritas.

It’s very important to choose the right jewel you will wear for your wedding because it will go with your dress and your
hairstyle. These earrings are very flattering. The mother of pearl touch will give you a special brilliance.

Measures: 6cm x 1.5cm
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  Long silver earrings with marcasita. 

 
50.50 €
71.29 USD

Long earrings in silver and with marcasita.
It is essential that the jewels that you'll wear in your wedding day enhace your clothes. They have to be the perfect
accessories. Remember to choose accessorise that complement your wedding dress and enhace your haistyle.
Very elegant earrings and romantic. Simplicity and spectacular.
This is your big day, you will be the centre of attention, the bride.

Measurements: 6cm x 2cm.
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  Long earrings in silver and marcasita 

 
51.70 €
72.98 USD

Long earrings in silver and marcasita.
Look good with these earrings, old-loofing silver with semi precious stones, the marcasita.
Latest fashion for earrings, fashionable, a glamourous touch to your wedding dress. If you are wearing a very simple
wedding dress you can choose accessories like these earringsto enhance your clothes.

Measurements: 6.5cm x 1.5cm.
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  Long silver earrings. Ref. 308 

 
24.00 €
33.88 USD

If you want to highlight your beauty, it is very important to choose nice earrings. These earrings are made in silver and are
made by artisans. The design of this earring is very original. You will look fantastic.

Measurements: 6cm X 3cm.
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  Worked Silver hooped earrings 

 
36.00 €
50.82 USD

We offer a big variety of earrings in sliver, but the earrings must be original as well and with a design which highlights your
beauty; it is very important to choose nice earrings that suit you well and with dresses you wear. These earrings are made in
silver and are made by artisans.

Measurements: 4cm.
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  Silver and marcasita small comb ref.028 

 
85.00 €
119.98 USD

Jewels can help to define  the profile of your wedding and emphasize the personality of your wedding dress.
Give a glamour touch to your wedding, dare to wear a spectacular jewel and complement your wedding clothes with small
combs in silver and with semi precious stones. They will enhance your hairstyle.

Measurements: 7cm x 2.5cm + 3cm tooth.
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  Combs - Small combs in silver and Marcasita. Ref. 003 

 
85.75 €
121.04 USD

This small comb in silver and with marcasita is a hand-crafted product. A jewel that will make you hairstyle more attractive.
The bride has to be aware about all details. This small comb in silver has been created for you. Your hairsyle will be
spectacular.

Measurements: 7.5cm x 2.5cm + 4 cm. tooth.
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  Silver and marcasita small comb ref.031 

 
95.00 €
134.1 USD

Your wedding dress will be the most important thing the day of your wedding, but don't forget de accessories. They are very
important too. They will enhance your dress and your figure. Take your time for their election. 
This small silver and marcasita (semi precious stones) comb will give an elegant touch to your hairstyle.

Measurements: 7.5m x 2cm + 3cm tooth.
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